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SUMMARY
_y
LinAir is a vortex lattice aerodynamic prediction method similar to Weissinger's extended
lifting-line theory (refs. 1 and 2), except that the circulation around a wing is represented by discrete
horseshoe vortices, not a continuous distribution of vorticity. The program calculates subsonic longi-
tudinal and lateral/directional aerodynamic forces and moments for arbitrary aircraft geometries. It
was originally written by Dr. Ilan Kroo of Stanford University, and subsequently modified by the
author to simplify modeling of complex configurations." The Polhamus leading-edge suction anal-
ogy was added by the author to extend the range of applicability of LinAir to low aspect ratio (i.e.,
fighter-type) configurations.
A brief discussion of the theory of LinAir is presented, and details on how to run the program are
given along with some comparisons with experimental data to validate the code. Example input and
output files are given in the appendices to aid in understanding the program and its use. This version
of LinAir runs in the VAX/VMS, Cray UNICOS and Silicon Graphics Iris workstation environments
at the time of this writing.
AERODYNAMICTHEORY
This vortex lattice method solves the Prandtl-Glauert equations for arbitrary aircraft geometries.
Lifting surfaces are modeled by discrete, skewed, horseshoe vortices. Each horseshoe vortex makes
up one panel, where multiple panels distributed spanwise make up an element. An aircraft geometry
is comprised of a number of elements grouped together to form wings, tail surfaces, fuselages, or any
other surface desired. High-aspect ratio wings are easily modeled with one element, while multiple
chordwise elements are used to model lower aspect ratio wings (such as on fighter-type configura-
tions) or wings with camber. All geometries are represented as mean surfaces, as the method does
not model surface thickness. Figure 1 illustrates the modeling of a simple airplane with various ele-
ments and panels.
An element is defined by a bound vortex along its quarter-chord line, from which multiple trail-
ing vortices, forming the sides of the panels, extend a large distance (100 reference spans) down-
stream (fig. 2(a)). Each pair of trailing vortices, connected with the segment of bound vortex in
between, forms a skewed horseshoe vortex. The trailing vortices have two segments: the first lies in
the plane of the panel from the bound vortex to the panel trailing edge, then the other extends from
the panel trailing edge in a user-specified direction between the body X-axis and the freestream
direction. Note that if two elements are stacked chordwise (to model a low aspect ratio wing with
camber, for example), the trailing vortices from the forward element do not extend onto the plane of
the rearward element before extending in the user-specified direction (fig. 2(b)).
*A part of the Ames version of LhtAir was written by Dr. Kroo in the private sector. This part of the program,
therefore, is not in the public domain and prevents the whole program from being freely distributed by the government.
LinAir is available commercially from Desktop Aeronautics, P.O. Box 9937, Stanford, CA 94305.
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Figure 2. Element modeling with bound and trailing vortices and control points.
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Velocities inducedoneachboundandtrailingvortex segmentby all theothersin thesystemare
computedby theBiot-Savart Law, then the circulation strengths (r') of each horseshoe vortex are
determined by enforcing a flow tangeney condition at the three-quarter-chord, mid-span point
(known as the "coritrol point") of each panel. These circulation strengths are used to calculate the
forces on each bound vortex by the Kutta-Joukowsky Theorem, F - pV' x F, where V is the local
velocity. The total inviscid forces and moments on the configuration are finally determined by sum-
ming the computed forces over all the panels. The user is referred to Ilan Kroo's LinAirPro user's
guide (ref. 3) for a more detailed discussion of the theory and implementation of LinAir. The
LinAirPro guide also contains some comparisons of LinAir results with exact solutions from various
theories, which is helpful for the user in understanding the capabilities and limitations of LinAir.
An option is added in this version of LinAir to approximate a vortex lift component due to
leading-edge separation around sharp, highly-swept surfaces. This is done by application of the
Polhamus suction analogy (ref. 4) wherein the chord (axial) forces and side forces calculated in the
potential flow solution for a panel are reduced (by a user-specified amount), and this reduced amount
is added to the panel normal force. The application of the suction analogy on a single element is
illustrated in figure 3. Note that the lower part of the figure shows the entire chord/side force con-
verted to additional normal force. This shows the maximum application of vortex lift; in the program
the user has control of the percentage of chord and side force to be converted. The suction analogy is
only applied to panels which have a negative chord force (i.e., in the thrust direction).
All longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients calculated by LinAir are presented in wind axes
(coincident with stability axes at zero sideslip angle), and all lateral/directional aerodynamic coeffi-
cients are presented in body axes.
INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES
Input Data File
LinAir uses one input file to control the operation of the program and provide the input condi-
tions and geometry for which the calculations are to be done. The structure of an input file consists
of a title line, several namelists, and the geometry data. Multiple input cases may be stacked in one
file to expedite the running of several sets of flow conditions (e.g., Mach numbers, series of angles
of attack and sideslip, rotation rates) and/or geometries. An example input file is shown first to give
the reader a quick look at a relatively simple file, then the complete input file format is presented and
explained.
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WING WITH FULL
LEADING-EDGE
SUCTION: NORMAL
CHORD/SlDE/_FORCEFORCE
CIRCULATION AT
BOUND VORTEX
(1/4-CHORD)
ELEMENT
WING WITH NO
LEADING-EDGE
SUCTION:
ADDED NORMAL FORCE
_ (VORTEX LIFT COMPONENT)
NORMAL
FORCE
CIRCULATION AT
BOUND VORTEX
(1/4-CHORD)
ELEMENT
Figure 3. Conversion of leading-edge suction (chord force and side force) to vortex lift.
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Example input file
A LinAir input file for a simple wing-canard-horizontal tail configuration is given below, and a
picture of this geometry is shown in figure 4.
$RUNNUM
$
EXAMPLE LINAIR INPUT FILE:
$OPTION NET= 'Y'
$
$REF
$
$FLOCDN
$
PFS= 'Y'
WING, CANARD, & HORIZONTAL TAIL
PIC= '1' LST= 'IES' LOD= _'
PFL= 'Y' PFD= 'Y' PFN= 'Y'
Sref= 3.24 Xref= 3.483 Conf= 1
cref= 0.582 Yref= 0 lsym= 1
bref= 6.00 Zref= 0 RWAKE= 1
Nseq= 3 Alpha= 0 5 10 Mach= 0.4
NEPOne=0
GCHANGE= 'N'
'D' 'Linear' 3 15 %.Ving'
I<_ All3 _-->1 I<_ Bothsweeps+2,orone sweep+3 (others=999)----->l i<u Any 2 -->1 I<-- Both-- >1
XRLES YRLES ZRLES SweepLE SweepTE Span CR CT Taper AR Area Rooti Tipl Twist Dihed XCTDref
3 0 0 15 999 3 .8 999 .35 999 999 0 999 0 0 0
Suctn0 Suctnl Suctn2 Suctn3 CD0 CD1 CD2 Camber?.
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 'n'
'S' 'Linear' 1 5 'Canard'
XRLE YRLE ZRLE XRTE YRTE ZRTE XTLE YTLE ZTLE X'I-rE Y'I-rE Z'I'TE xCTDref
0 0 0 0.250 0 0 0.577 1 0 0.640 1 0 0
Suctn0 Suctnl Suctn2 Suctn3 CD0 CD1 CD2 Camber?.
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 'n'
'C' 2 'Horizontal Tail'
Npan XRLE YRLE ZRLE XRTE YRTE ZRTE XTLE YTLE Z'rLE XTTE Y'VrE Z'I-[E
Suctn0 Suctnl Suctn2 Suctn3 CD0 CD1 CD2
4 6 0 0 6.2 0 0 6 0.8 0 6.2 0.8 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 6.2 0 0 6.4 0 0 6.2 0.8 0 6.4 0.8 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
The file shows the typical structure of a LinAir input fde, with lifting surfaces defined by the
three different types of input ("D," "S," or "C"; explained in the next section) available in LinAir.
The wing and horizontal tail are modeled as multiple-element surfaces, which may be desirable for
better resolution of the force distributions over the chord lengths. Horizontal surfaces are shown;
other surfaces are modeled by specifying non-zero incidence or dihedral angles or non-zero Z-
coordinate values. Surface camber is easily modeled in the "D"- and "S"-type inputs by listing any
number of X-Z pairs defining the camber line, or by displacing the comer-point Z-values in the "C"-
type input. These features and all the others available in LinAir axe discussed in detail in the next
section.
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Figure 4. Example LinAir geometry.
File structure
The overall structure of an input file is given below. This is followed by a general comments
section and a detailed explanation section. Real variables are indicated by "x.y" and integers are
indicated by "n". Variable definitions are given in appendix 1. Italic text is informational only (not
part of the file), and bold text indicates a substitution, or user input. All plain text is intended to be
part of the input file, but in the non-namelist, non-data lines the program does not actually read the
text, it merely skips over the number of plain text lines shown.
A complete input file is shown, but many of the namelist variables and geometry data can be left
out for the simpler cases (additional examples are shown in appendix 2). Blank lines are permitted
before, after, and within any namelist, before and after the title line, and where indicated below
within the blocks of geometry data.
$RUNNUM
$
Title line
$OPTION
Startof inputfile ................................................................................................................................................................
RUNINI= x.y
$
$REF
$
$FLOCDN
NET= 'Y' PIC= '3' LST= 'IES' LOD= W"
PFS= 'Y' PFL= 'Y' PFD= 'Y' PFN= 'Y' GCHANGE= 'N'
Sref= x.y Xref= x.y Conf= n NEPOne= n
bref= x.y Yref= x.y Isym= n
Cref= x.y Zref= x.y RWAKE= x.y
VHDBndy= x.y XoCbarXr= x.y
Nseq= n _Alpha= x.y Beta= x.y .,
phat= x.y qhat= x.y that= x.y
Mach= x.y
G$ometry is specified by any combination of the foflowingtypes of input ('D', "S', or "C'), in any order, as long
as at least one element of any kind is given.
(blank lines permitted here)
"D" (design parameters) type input:
(Note: Both header lines must be included between the next "surface type" line and the data "x.y"line)
'D' 'spacing' #elements #panels/element 'name of surface'
I<......... All 3 ....... >1J<.... Bothsweeps+2,or onesweep+3 (others=999)----->l I<--- Any2 --'>1
XRLES YRLES ZRLES SweepLE SweepTE Span CR CT Taper AFt Area Rooti Tipi Twist
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
Suctn0 Suctnl Suctn2 Suctn3 CD0
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
Root Camber: # points Rotate to level?
n 'Y' or'N'
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
(blank lines permitted here)
CD1 CD2 Camber?
x.y x.y 'Y' or'N'
(blank lines permitted here)
n pair ofX, Zpoints representing camber, I pairper line, or no points ifn -- 0
x.y x.y
x.y x.y
I<m Both.... >1
Dihed XCTDref
x.y x.y
(blank lines permitted here)
Tip Camber: # points Rotate to level?
n 'Y' or'N'
n pair of X, Z points representing camber, I pair per line, or no points if n = 0
x.y x.y
x.y x.y
=S" (surface comer points) type input:
'S' 'spacing' #elements #panels/element
XRLE YRLE ZRLE XRTE YRTE ZRTE
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
Suctn0 Suctnl Suctn2 Suctn3
x.y x.y x.y x.y
(blank lines permitted here)
'name of surface'
XTLE YTLE ZTLE X'_'E YTTE
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
zI-rE XCTDref
x.y x.y
CD0 CD1 CD2 Camber?
x.y x.y x.y "Y' or'N'
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(blank lines permitted here)
Root Camber: # points Rotate to level?
n 'Y' or 'N'
n pair of X, Z points representing camber, 1pair per line, or no points if n = 0
x.y x.y
x.y x.y
(blank lines permitted here)
Tip Camber: # points Rotate to level?
n 'Y' or'N'
n pair of X, Z points representing camber, I pair per line, or no points if n = 0
x.y x.y
x.y x.y
"C"(element comer points) type input:
'C' #elements 'name of surface'
Npan XRLE YRLE ZRLE XRTE
n x.y x.y x.y
x.y
n x.y Xoy x.y
x.y
n x.y x.y x.y
x.y
(blank lines permitted here)
YRTE ZRTE XT_ YTLE ZTLE XTI'E YTTE z'rrE
Su_n0Suctnl Su_n2Su_n3 CD0 CD1 CD2
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
x.y x.y x.y x.y _y x.y _y x.y x.y
x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y x.y
The above data lines are repeated according to the number of elements (3 shown in this example) specified in
the 'C' line.
If additional cases are not desired, no further input is required after last geometry definition.
ff additional cases are desired, repeat the title line, the three following namelists (in the order shown), and
new geometry, if any (set GCHANGE = 'Y' in OPTION namelist for new geometry in new case). The
RUNNUM namelist is not specified for a new case since it contains only the initial run number for all cases
within the input file.
Title line for case #2. (Run number = RUNINI + 1.) This case does not have new geometry.
$OPTION $ }
$REF $ } Specify changed variables (variables not specified here carry over from
$FLOCDN $ } previous case)
All of the previous geometry carries over without change.
Title line for case #3. (Run number = RUNINI + 2.) This case does have new geometry.
$OPTION GCHANGE= 'Y'$ }
$REF $ } Specify changed variables (variables not specified here
$FLOCDN $ } carry over from previous case)
New geometry here -- use "D", "S",and/or "C" type inputs. None of the previous geometry carries over, so a
complete geometry definition must be provided even if changes are minor from previous case.
.......:.......:................................................................................................................................................. End of inputfile
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General comments
Data format- All input data are read in free format, and can be entered as integer or real num-
bers (real numbers read into integer variables are truncated). Alignment of numbers in specific
columns is not necessary, as all non-namelist input lines are list-directed inputs. Header lines (shown
in plain text in the input file structure above), or at least blank lines in their places, must be present
where indicated.
Units-- Any system of units may be used, as long as they are consistent for all geometric parame-
ters in any one input file (e.g., feet and square feet, or meters and square meters, etc.).
Coordinate system- LinAir geometry and forces use a right-hand rule, body-axis coordinate
system. The X-axis extends downstream parallel to the body centerline; Y extends to the right look-
ing upstream, and Z extends upward (in the plane of symmetry). The incidence angles defined in the
geometry are the angles of attack of each component when the system is at an angle of attack of zero
degrees (i.e., when X is parallel to the freestream). The aerodynamic moments not consistent with
the right-hand rule: the pitching, yawing, and rolling moments are defined as positive nose up, nose
right, and right wing down, respectively. Figure 5 illustrates the axis system and sign conventions
used in LinAir.
._ CL
i
Wind _T[_ cnw = Cns
CN Cc C_. cD
__ _w
Body , /_
1%,,,..,u.o,,orc..n0°o°.o,
/ -_-.t _ns C./" _ coefficients and angles are Indicated.
/" Ds
/p...,_p__'_mw ,_//_ been displaced from center of gravity
/ -V _._I,,_<_IF CZs for clarity. "
C/_///r'J_tabillty axes
Relative /
wind
Figure 5. Axis system and sign conventions.
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Namelist conventions- The four namelists, RUNNUM, OPTION, REF, and FLOCDN, must be
included in every input file in the order shown in the example. The namelist is opened by "$NAME,"
and terminated by a "$" (or "SEND" if you prefer) after the last value specified. The dollar signs
may be located in any column other than the first one. If the terminating dollar sign immediately fol-
lows the name of the namelist (where no variables are specified within the namelist, as in an addi-
tional input case in the file), there must be at least one space between the name of the namelist and
the terminating dollar sign.
Variables within the namelist may be separated by any delimiter (including spaces), and may be
specified in any order. The variable names are not case-sensitive. Numerical variables not listed are
read as zeroes by the program (with the exception of ISYM and RWAKE, whose default values are
one). This is in contrast to the other variables in the list-directed inputs, where intentional zeroes
must be specified.
Detailed Explanation of Input Data File
RUNNUM namelist- The single variable in this namelist, RUNINI, specifies the initial run
number for all runs (cases) within the input file. The run number is used for reference to a given set
of data generated by LinAir when the user wants to keep a record of the cases run. It is printed in
several of the output files, including the database loading file, which is used with the CDDMS °°
database and plotting system of the Ames Aerodynamics Division.
RUNINI can be input as integer or real (having up to two decimal places). Run numbers for each
case following the first case within the same input file are incremented by one (decimal values
retained).
Title line- A title of up to 132 characters may be input. This title is printed in the main listing
file and in the forces summary file (see Output File section for descriptions of these files). Any
ASCII character may be used in the title except single quotes (single quotes distinguish the title line
from data header lines).
OPTION namelist- This namelist contains only character variables which control the creation
of the output files and tell the program whether new geometry is expected in a following case. The
Output File section describes the function of these variables in detail.
REF namelist-
Geometric reference parameters: The parameters Sref, Cref, and bref are normally specified in
the $REF namelist, assuming the user knows them before the program is run. However, the program
can calculate these parameters if a "wing" surface definition (which must have the word "wing" in
°*CDDMS is the CAPAIR Deliverables Dataset Management System, CAPAIR being a Comprehensive
Aerodynamic Prediction method for AIRcraft--a set of empirically-based routines for estimating the aerodynamics of
arbitrary aircraft. CDDMS was developed under contract to the Ames Aerodynamics Division for easy storage, retrieval,
and plotting of wind tunnel and other data. The heart of CDDMS is the CDD (CAPAIR Deliverables Dataset), a
database which will be referred to throughout this report. Information about CDDMS software may be obtained from the
author of this report.
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thenameof the surface; see Geometry Data section below) of type "D" or "S" is included in the
input t'de. (Surface geometry parameters are not calculated for type "C" surfaces as the program
knows only the element comer points of these surfaces.) The program will calculate the reference
parameters if they are set equal to zero. If no surface definition having a name containing the word
"wing" is input, the program will stop and print an appropriate error message to the screen. If more
than one "wing" surface definition is input, the program will use the geometry from the last "wing"
to calculate the reference values.
The airplane moment reference center location is the point about which all forces and moments
are resolved, and is specified by Xref, Yref, and Zref. The latter two, Yref and Zref, must be speci-
fied if not intended to be equal to zero, but XoCbarXr may be substituted for Xref if preferred, pro-
vided a ''wing" surface of type "D" or "S" is input. XoCbarXr is an abbreviation for (X/Cbar)Xref,
which is the longitudinal distance from the leading edge of the surface mean aerodynamic chord
(MAC) to the moment reference center, expressed as a fraction of the MAC. Note that if using a
"wing" surface to calculate Xref from XoCbarXr, the wing must be a simple wing defined by one
surface (i.e., no groups of elements forming breaks or nonlinearities in the planform). If the wing
planform is not simple, then XoCbarXr would be applied to only part of the wing, and would yield
an incorrect Xref.
To have the program calculate Xref from XoCbarXr and the calculated wing geometry, Xref
should be set equal to zero or 999 with XoCbarXr not equal to zero or 999. If both parameters are
specified, Xref takes precedence. In the output listing, the "REFERENCE VALUES" section shows
which of the two values was used to define the C.G. location. If Xref is non-zero, then XoCbarXr
was calculated from Xref, and vice-versa.
In additional input cases, if the geometry is changed and the user wants any of the above refer-
ence parameters calculated for the new geometry, the parameters of interest must be set equal to zero
in the namelist for the new case.
The output force and moment coefficients are based on the input or calculated reference values.
If the reference values axe calculated, they are shown in the surface parameters section of the main
listing output file.
Configuration number: This is an arbitrary number the user assigns to the current geometry for
record-keeping purposes. This number is written to the database loading file only for use as the con-
figuration number in a CDD database if the user creates one for storage of the LinAir data.
Symmetry: Both symmetric and asymmetric geometries (about the X-Z plane) may be input to
LinAir. Symmetric configurations are created by defining elements on the right-hand side, as well as
the elements on the plane of symmetry, and then reflecting the geometry (ISYM = 1). This is the
usual case (and the default value for ISYM), wherein the area and span for half of the wing are
entered. In this way winglets, twin vertical tails, and wings with dihedral are each input as single
elements. If the geometry is symmetric but the flow condition is not, LinAir will create new elements
automatically and solve the asymmetrical problem without additional input. For asymmetric geome-
tries (such as an oblique wing), the left-hand side may be input by specifying a negative span for
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type"D" inputs(describedbelow),or negative"Y" valuesfor type"S" or "C" inputs(input types
describedlater).
Wake orientation: The trailing vortex wakes emanate from the element trailing edges in a user-
specified orientation between the body X-axis and the freestream direction. The parameter which
controls this is RWAKE, which may vary between 1 and -1 (fig. 6). Note that positive values
constrain the wakes to remain parallel to the X-Z plane, floating only with angle of attack. Negative
values allow the wakes to float with angle of sideslip as well.
SIDE VIEWS TOP VIEWS
Z Y
RWAKE = 1
V
O0
v Di!!!iii!iiii!
RWAKE = 0 o-' v  i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!
RWAKE = -1
V
V= _°°° V
Figure 6. Use of RWAKE parameter for controlling orientation of trailing vortices.
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Theusershouldusecautionin orientingthewakesaway from the body X-axis direction because
of the possibility of interference with control points on downstream panels. This would cause
abnormally high induced velocities and unrealistic forces for the panels involved. Therefore, it is
generally safest to use RWAKE -- 1 in most cases. Other values of RWAKE can be used only if the
user ensures that no interference will result from any of the angles of attack and sideslip to be run.
Dihedral boundary: The variable "VHDBndy" (Vertical/Horizontal Dihedral Boundary) in the
REF namelist applies only to the panel forces written to the panel forces files (see Output Files sec-
tion), and affects the signs of these forces for consistent data presentation when displaying or review-
ing the force results. The use of this variable is discussed in the Panel Forces Summary and Display
Files section.
Number of elements and panels per surface: The variable "NEPOne" provides a way for the
user to override the number of elements and panels specified for each surface and set them equal to
one (NEPOne = 1). This is helpful when setting up the initial geometry if some of the surfaces have
more than one element or panel specified, and the user just wants to view or check the geometry cal-
culations of the surfaces without subdividing the surfaces. Setting NEPOne equal to zero restores the
numbers of elements and panels to the numbers specified in the surface definitions.
FLOCDN namelist- The FLOCDN namelist contains the flow conditions (angles, rotation rates,
and freestream Mach number) for the current run, or case. A run is defined within LinAir as a series
of data points in which one flow angle or rotation rate varies while the others are held constant
(Mach number is always constant within a run). Each one of these data points is referred to as a
"sequence number" within the run. If a run contains more than one sequence number (NSEQ > 1; the
limit is 30), all angle and rate variables which have non-zero values, other than the one being varied,
must have the non-zero values repeated for all sequence numbers. For example, the following run is
a "pitch run" (angle of attack varying) with a constant angle of sideslip of 5 degrees, and contains
five sequence numbers (1-5):
$FLOCDN
$
Nseq= 5
Alpha= 0 2 4 6 8
Beta= 5 5 5 5 5
(phat, qhat, and rhat need not be specified if zero)
Mach= 0.6
LinAir checks the first two values of beta, phat, and rhat for asymmetric flow conditions. If any
of these values are not zero, the run is taken as a asymmetric flow condition run, and the geometry is
reflected about the X-Z plane if symmetric geometry was input (ISYM -- 1).
Thc angles are input in degrees; roll, yaw, and pitch rates are input as nondimensional values (as
defined in Etkin (ref. 5); p, q, r in rad/sec):
_) .= pbref q = = rbre..._A..f
2V= 2V= 2V=
,J
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Geometry data-LinAir is capable of handling geometries of up to 500 elements, consisting of
up to 100 panels per element (2000 total panels maximum, so not all elements can have 100 panels).
Detailed explanations of the geometric input parameters follow.
Surface type line: type of input (e.g., 'D' 'Linear' 3 15 'Wing'): As previously shown in the
input file structure, three different types of geometry input are available ("D," "S," and "C"), allow-
ing the user to use that which is most convenient depending on the form of the input information.
The most basic type of input is the type "C" (element Comer points), which requires four comer
points for every element to define a surface. The type "S" (Surface corner points) input is similar to
type "C," except that only the outside four comer points of a surface (defined as a group of elements
with abutting leading and trailing edges, such as a multi-element wing) and the number of elements
and panels/element for the surface need be specified. Camber may be applied to a type "S," as well
as to a type "D," surface by providing a camber line definition (described below). This eliminates the
need to calculate the displaced height of the boundary of each element due to the camber. The type
"D" (Design parameters) input uses typical wing design parameters to build the element geometry.
This is the easiest way to input wing, tail and canard geometry, as only the minimum number of
parameters necessary to fully describe the surface are required by the program. Multiple-element
wings with camber, twist and dihedral are defined by specifying the respective properties without
having to know the boundary points of individual elements.
The case of the type-of-input letter ("D," "S," or "C") determines whether the surface is to be
included (upper case) or ignored (lower case) in the overall geometry within the input file. This
allows a user to leave a particular geometry definition in the input file and have the program ignore
it, such as when trying a new geometry before being ready to delete the old one.
Surface type line: element spacing (type "D" and "S" inputs only) (e.g., 'D' _ 3 15
'Wing'): Multiple elements defining a type "D" or "S" surface are not constrained to be evenly
spaced chordwise even though the computer defines the individual element geometries. The user
may select full cosine spacing, or cosine spacing biased toward the leading or trailing edge. The
default option is linear spacing, selected by 'LINEAR,' or" (,pair of single quotes) for short, follow-
ing the 'D' or 'S'. The other options are selected by 'COSFULL,' 'COSLE,' or 'COSTE'. Upper or
lower case letters may be used indiscriminately for these options.
Surface type line: number of elements (e.g., 'D' 'Linear' 3 15 'Wing'): This is the number of
chordwise elements into which to divide the surface for type "D" or "S" inputs, or the number of
elements to follow for type "C" inputs (two lines per element).
Surface type line: number of panels per element (type "D" and "S" inputs only) (e.g., 'D'
'Linear' 3 15 'Wing'): This is the number of spanwise panels into which to divide each element for
type "D" or "S" inputs. The number of panels per element for type "C" inputs is specified in the
geometry data line (see below).
Surface type line: surface name (e.g., 'D' 'Linear' 3 15 _._0_qgg. The name of the surface to
follow is used for reference purposes in the input and output files. The name is arbitrary for any sur-
face, but, as discussed in the REF Namelist section above, if the airplane reference parameters are to
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be calculated from the current surface, the name of the surface must include the word "wing" (not
case-sensitive) anywhere between the single quotes.
If the names of two or more surfaces include the word "wing" (or even the sequence of letters
w-i-n-g within a word, as in the word "following," for example) and the reference parameters are to
be calculated from a "wing" surface, the program will use the values calculated from the last "wing"
surface defined in the input file for the current run. To avoid confusion in cases where w-i-n-g must
appear in the names of more than one surface, the user is advised to rename the surface(s) not to be
used in the reference parameters calculations, then run the program for geometry calculations only
(LST= T in the OPTION namelist, explained in later section), manually type in the calculated refer-
ence parameters (Sref, bref, and Cref) from the output file into the input file, change the names of the
renamed surfaces back to their desired names, and finally run the program for aerodynamic results.
The program will not calculate these four reference parameters from any surface geometry when the
four parameters are input in the REF namelist with nonzero values.
Geometry data: design parameters, type "D": Surface input in LinAir consists of a set of
parameters defining the planform and another set specifying certain aerodynamic options and the
camber of the surface airfoil.
Planform def'mition: The user has as much flexibility as possible in the type "D" input in def'm-
ing the surface. After specifying the X, Y and Z of the root leading-edge of the surface, the planform
can be defined by specifying either or both of the leading- and trailing-edge sweep angles and two or
three of the remaining six planform parameters. If both of the sweep angles are specified, only two
of the six parametersmspan, root chord, tip chord, taper ratio, aspect ratio, and areamare required. If
only one of the sweep angles is specified, three of the remaining parameters are required. Parameters
set equal to 999 will be ignored by the program in the geometry calculations.
There are, of course, certain combinations of these planform parameters (in pairs or triplets)
which do not sufficiently define a wing surface. If both sweep angles are given, then two remaining
planform parameters must be specified in any combination except the following:
• Span & Aspect ratio
• Span & Area
• Root chord & Aspect ratio
• Root chord & Area
• Tip chord & Aspect ratio
• Taper ratio & Aspect ratio
• Aspect ratio & Area
If one sweep angle is specified (either one), then three remaining pianform parameters must be spec-
ified in any combination except the following:
• Span & Aspect ratio & Area
• Root chord & Tip chord & Taper ratio
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Theprogramwill stopandprint anappropriateerrormessageto thescreenif any illegal combination
of theseparametersis specified.
In eithercaseabove(oneor bothsweepanglesspecified),if morethantherequiredtwo or three
parametersarespecified,priority will begivento thefirst twoor threenon-"999"parametersin the
list. That is, if for example,all 6 parametersarespecified,thenthespan,rootchord,andtip chord
will beusedto calculatethetaPerratio,aspectratio, andarea.
This input flexibility allows theuserto defineawing or othersurfacequickly with very little or
nohandcalculationsrequired.This alsopermitsoneto compareafamily of wingswith, for example,
varyingaspectratio andall otherparametersconstantwithin oneinputfile by stackingcasesand
changingonly theaspectratio from caseto case.
Theuseris warnedthatit ispossibleto inputsomecombinationsof numberswhichwill yield
negativevaluesfor thecalculatedparameters.Thereareprobablymanysuchcombinations,butone
exampleof thisoccurswhenonesweepangleandthespan,rootchord,andareaaregiven,but the
areais toosmallfor thegivenspanandrootchord(or, conversely,thespanand/orroot chordaretoo
largefor thegivenarea).In thiscase,thetip chordandtaperratiowouldbenegative,indicatingan
unrealisticsolution.To correctthisproblem,theusershouldselectadifferentcombinationof
parametersto specify,or changethevaluesof theselectedparametersto accommodatea realistic
wing geometry.Otherunrealisticsolutionshavenotbeensoughtout in testing,but thepresenceof
negativenumbersamongtheplanformparametersin theoutputlistingfile will alert theuserof the
problem.
Thenext three parameters in the input list define the incidence and twist of the surface. Any two
of the three parameters, rooti, tipi, and twist, are required. The one not specified should be set equal
to 999, unless it is the twist, in which case any value would be ignored since the twist is last in the
list and would be calculated from the root and tip incidence angles.
The last two parameters in this first line, the dihedral angle (Dihed) and the fractional-chord loca-
tion of the twist/dihedral reference line (XCTDref), are both required. The former parameter is self-
explanatory; the latter is the imaginary constant-chord line about which the twist and dihedral angles
are defined. Use XCTDr¢ f = 0 for rotating about the leading edge, and XCTDre f = 1 for rotating
about the trailing edge, and intermediate values for rotating about other constant-chord lines.
Aerodynamic options, camber: The line of input data following the planform definition contains
the leading-edge suction coefficients to be applied to the element forces, the viscous drag
parameters, and a flag for indicating whether a camber line definition follows for the current surface.
The four suction coefficients define a polynomial (up to third-order) defining the variation of a
suction parameter with angle of attack, and are applied to all elements which comprise the surface.
The suction parameter computed from the suction coefficients is constrained to vary between one
and zero: one indicating full leading-edge suction (no vortex lift), and zero indicating no leading-
edge suction (full vortex lift). Full suction would be expected on blunt leading edge, thick wings of
relatively low sweep (such as on transport aircraft), whereas no suction would be expected on sharp-
edged, thin, highly-swept wings (such as on high-speed fighter aircraft). The variation of suction
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with angleof attackis oftendesirablefor wingsthat arenot highly swept (ALE less than -40* to 50*)
or do not have sharp leading edges, that may not generate significant vortex lift until moderate or
higher angles of attack. If a wing is expected to have partial vortex lift within the angle of attack
range of interest, one might set the suction coefficients for full suction at ct - 0* and about half suc-
tion at the maximum angle of attack. On the other hand, for a wing with a greater vortex lift compo-
nent, one might let the suction drop to zero at the maximum angle of attack, or set it to zero or some
low value throughout the entire angle of attack range. Figure 7 shows some of the suction variations
used by the author for various geometries and the coefficients which define these variations. The
polynomial coefficients for these suction variations can be determined by hand for simple cases, or
by any polynomial curve fitting routine given an appropriate number of points approximating the
suction variation.
The effects of applying the suction analogy on the aerodynamics of a delta wing are shown in
figure 8. Experimental and predicted lift and pitching moment characteristics and predicted induced
drag characteristics are shown for a flat delta wing of aspect ratio = 2 (ALE = 63*). The experimental
data and the NASA Langley prediction are from reference 6, and the other three curves are LinAir
predictions using different amounts of leading-edge suction (full, none, and a variation of suction
with angle of attack--from full at a - 0* to none at a - 30* ). The Langley prediction is from a vor-
tex lattice code which makes use of the Polhamus suction analogy, which overlaps the LinAir no-
suction prediction in the figure. It is expected that the results of these two predictions would be simi-
lar, and they are similar for all three coefficients plottedmlift, moment, and drag. Comparisons with
the experimental data, however, show that these no-suction predictions over predict the lift and
pitching moment. Turning off the effect of the suction analogy, as shown in the LinAir full-suction
curves, removes the vortex-lift increment, lowering the lift to levels well below those of the experi-
mental data. (The pitching moment and induced drag are also lowered, though in the case of the for-
mer, the LinAir curve was not lowered below the level of the experimental data. Experimental drag
data were not available for comparison.) Some degree of vortex lift, therefore, is required for the
vortex lattice codes to simulate the physical effects. One of the suction variations shown in figure 7
(curve "C") was used for an additional LinAir run, labeled "LinAir, Varying Suction" in figure 8.
This lift curve follows the experimental data fairly well up to the break at approximately 18" angle of
attack, and so might be considered a better prediction than the full- or no-suction LinAir curves in
this case. However, the pitching moment prediction for this suction variation curve is not necessarily
any better, and the assessment of the drag prediction cannot be made since experimental drag was
not available. It is an exercise in judgment to determine the proper use of the suction analogy for var-
ious geometries, and the user is encouraged to make his or her own comparisons of LinAir results
with experimental data for different geometries to better learn the effects of the suction analogy.
Note that all of the prediction curves in figure 8 are plotted to 30* angle of attack, well above the
angle where substantial flow separation over the wing causes a distinct break in the lift and pitching
moment curves. LinAir is well beyond its range of applicability at these high angles, yet use of the
suction analogy does permit better results at higher angles of attack than straight potential flow
methods. The portions of the LinAir curves in figure 8 above the break in the experimental data are
shown to warn the user of the typical errors to be expected when LinAir is run at angles beyond its
range of applicability.
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Suctn0 + Suctnl [a × cos(I') + 15× sin(F)]
+ Suctn2 [ct2 × cos(F) + 152× sin(F)]
+ Suctn3 [a 3 × cos(F) + 153× sin(l")] (F - Dihedral)
Suctn0 Suctnl Suctn2
1 -5.556 × 10 -3 -3.703 x 10 --4
1 4.167 x 10- 3 -3.750 x 10- 3
1 --4.164 × 10- 2 -1.945 × 10 --4
1 -5.654 x 10- 2 -1.445 x 10--3
Suctn3
0
8.333 x 10- 5
1.570 x 10- 5
8.856 x 10 -5
Figure 7. Variation of suction with angle of attack.
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Figure 8. Effect of leading-edge suction on delta wing (AR = 2) aerodynamics.
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Provision is made in LinAir for_adjusting the computed forces and moments to compensate, in
part, for the assumption of inviscid flow in the method. Viscous drag effects can be approximated by
modeling the two-dimensional profile drag of the sections comprising each element with the follow-
ing equation:
C d =, Cdo + Cdl + Cd2Cl 2
The Cd0, C d , and Cd2 terms are user inputs from known airfoil section data, and are specified for1
each surface or element in the input file.
A word of caution about the use of the viscous drag parameters: these pertain to airfoil section
characteristics, and are best used when the LinAir surfaces are modeled with single elements (i.e.,
not having multiple chordwise elements, such as the canard in the left side of fig. 4). The user must
be alert to possible errors if section drag characteristics are applied to a column of panels within
multiple chordwise elements.
The camber definition flag follows the viscous drag parameters in the subject input data line.
This flag must contain the letter 'Y' (upper or lower case) if a camber definition follows. If there is
no camber definition, 'N,' "(pair of single quotes), or any string without a 'Y' in it will tell the pro-
gram not to expect a camber definition for the current surface, and the next line in the input file
would either be another element header line, a new title line for a new case, or nothing if at the end
of the file.
If a camber definition is given, header lines for both the root and tip camber must be included,
along with the appropriate X, Z pairs defining the camber. The number n in the header line is the
number of pairs of points following (up to 100 points are allowed). The "Rotate to level?" question
applies to camber definitions which have a non-level chord line (ZLE _ ZTE); a "yes" input ('Y' or
'y') causes the program to rotate all the points in the camber curve so that ZLE = ZTE. A "no" input
(anything without a 'Y' or 'y') would be input if the user desires to specify the root or tip incidence
angle by the camber definition instead of by the rooti or tipi parameters mentioned above. After the
header line, the root camber points are listed, one pair per line. Any number of points from 2 to 100
may be specified (matching the "n" in the header line), or no points if the root is to be fiat. The
camber points need not be normalized with respect to the wing chord. The program automatically
normalizes the points based on the first and last "X" values specified, then scales the definition
according to the local chord of the row of panels across all the elements defining the surface.
The tip camber header line and points follow the root camber definition. The tip camber can be
made different from the root camber by providing a new set of points, or it can be made the same as
the root camber by setting the number of tip camber points to "0" with no points following (provided
2 or more points were given for the root). If the root is to be cambered and the tip fiat, leading- and
trailing-edge points for the tip should be specified with zero Z-values. The camber definition is
scaled linearly from root to tip.
Geometry data: surface corner points, type "S": As the name of this type of input implies, a
surface is defined here by specifying the X, Y and Z's of the four corners. This input is handy when
a drawing showing the overall dimensions of a geometry is available. Twist and dihedral are defined
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by thelocationsof the corner points in space. XCTDref is required only for calculating the twist and
dihedral for display to the user in the main listing file; it does not affect the actual twist and dihedral
of the surface. The suction coefficients and camber are handled the same way as in type "D" inputs.
Note that since the two trailing vortices from each panel are always parallel to each other and
form the panel sides, the tip chord of a panel (in plan view, i.e., neglecting twist) is always parallel to
the root chord. The user, therefore, must ensure that the input comer points of the root and tip chords
lie along lines which are parallel to each other, aside from twist. This constraint also dictates that tri-
angular elements be modeled with zero chord at the tip or root, not zero span along the leading or
trailing edges.
Geometry data: element corner points, type "C': This input type, being the most basic,
requires the most amount of preparation to enter. It allows the user absolute control of the boundaries
of each element, with the program doing no interpolation for intermediate points. It is best suited for
surfaces consisting of one or a few elements each at the most. In addition to specifying the X, Y and
Z's of the four comers of each element, the number of panels for each element is specified at the
beginning of each data line (recall that the number of panels in type "D" and "S" inputs is specified
in the element type line). The number of data lines for type "C" inputs is dictated by the number of
elements specified in the element type line. Camber is defined by specifying appropriate variations
in height of the corner points of each element, and the same caution about parallel root and tip
chords stated for type "S" surfaces applies here.
Notes on geometry modeling: The vortex lattice method computes only an approximation of the
flow qualities based on induced velocities, so exact modeling of the geometry is not necessary.
Often, extra time spent matching the element boundaries to the fine details of the geometry does not
yield any significant improvement in the results. It is more important that panel edges of all elements
in approximately the same plane be carefully aligned in the spanwise direction to minimize abnor-
mally high induced velocities due to trailing vortices passing too close to control points on down-
stream panels (note the spanwise alignment of the canard, wing and tail panels in fig. 4).
Also, avoid the temptation to try to model the geometry as accurately as possible by using a lot
of elements. That is the job of more sophisticated methods, not a vortex lattice method. Modeling a
wing with discrete vortex elements is a crude way to approximate the flow over a wing, since the
vortex lattice does not represent a solid surface, and velocities and forces are computed only at dis-
crete points. If you are unsatisfied with initial results from a LinAir run, refining the geometry may
help somewhat, but more realistic answers are usually obtained from more powerful codes. This pro-
gram is intended to be a "quick-look" preliminary design code.
Output Files
The creation of the output files is controlled by the terms in the OPTION namelist. Each of the
terms in the OPTION namelist is a character variable, for which the input is enclosed in single
quotes. An example OPTION namelist requesting all of the available output files is as follows:
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$OPTION NET= 'Y' PIC= '1' (or '3' or 'Y') LST= 'iES' LOD= 'Y'
PFS= 'Y' PFL= 'Y' PFD= 'Y' PFN= 'Y' PFA= 'Y' $
The program searches for the character(s) shown between the single quotes for each variable, and
if a match is found, the option is selected. If an option is not desired, the variable name may be left
out of the namelist, or left in but followed by two single quotes without the required character(s) in
between (e.g., NET -- "). Either upper or lower case letters are valid for any of the options.
The output files which these variables control are listed here, with summary descriptions of the
files in succeeding sections. Examples of all of the output files are in appendix 3.
• NET
• PIC
• LST
• LOD
• PFS
• PFL
• PFD
• PFN
• PFA
Geometry network file
Geometry picture file
Main listing file
Database loading file
Panel forces summary file
Panel lift coefficients display file
Panel drag coefficients display file
Panel normal force coefficients display file
Panel axial force coefficients display file
Geometry display filest
The namelist parameters NET and PIC control the output of geometry display files:
• NET = 'Y'
• PIC = '1'
• PIC = '3' or 'Y'
creates a network file (name.net)
creates a picture file (name.pic), plan view only
creates a picture file (name.pic), plan, side and rear views
Network and picture files are used to display LinAir geometries on a graphics screen or printer.
The network file contains just the geometry information, and is often used within graphics programs,
such as RA/D in the Aerodynamics Division, to display and manipulate the geometry on a worksta-
tion, such as an Iris. Display of color force distributions using RA/D requires the input of the net-
work file (discussed in Panel Force Display File section below).
The network file is also used in programs such as PANSKETCH, PLANVIEW or THREEVIEW to
create various picture files. PANSKETCH is run separately from LinAir, and it allows the user to
specify a particular viewing orientation and whether the geometry is to be reflected about the plane
of symmetry. Multiple viewing frames can be created in one picture file, allowing the user to set up
different views of the geometry in one file. PLANVIEWand THREEVIEWare linked with LinAir for
the convenience of the user who just wants to view the geometry in either a plan view only (gen-
erally sufficient for geometries made for pitch runs only) or in the standard three views. Once a
1"Thenetwork and picture files created by the NET and PIC options are specifically for use with a number of
graphics programs available in the Ames Aerodynamics Division. The program names are shown in ITALICS, and may
be obtained by contacting the author.
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picturefile is created, it can be run through PICDIP22 to create a .DIP file for viewing on a terminal
or for printing.
All geometries are displayed as panel outlines; the vortex elements are not shown for clarity.
Bound vortices are located at the quarter-chord of the panels, and trailing vortices emanate from the
sides of each panel at the trailing edges.
Main listing file
LST controls the creation and contents of the main listing file (name.lst), which may contain any
or all of the following sections:
• I.ST= T
• LST= rE,
• LST= 'S'
Input geometry (more than a raw input dump; contains calculated geometry
parameters)
Element and total system force coefficients for each sequence number
Summary of total system force coefficients for entire run (series of angles of
attack or sideslip or rotation rates)
It is recommended that the user select LST= T at first to verify the geometry along with the pic-
ture files, then run the aerodynamic calculations with LST= 'E' and/or 'S'. All three of the options
may be selected at once (i.e., LST = 'IES') -- the output file would then contain both the geometry
and the aerodynamic results. The order of the parameters within the quotes is arbitrary. Details of the
contents of this t-de are shown in appendix 3.
Database loading file
LOD controls the creation of the database loading file (name.lod). To write the file, select
LOD -- 'Y'. This file is designed to be compatible with the CDDMS system of databases and plotting
routines. It can be directly loaded into a CDD, which the user can create with the assistance of the
CDDMS documentation. When creating the CDD, specify the number of forces as 23, and allow for
the maximum number of runs and number of sequences per run you expect to make. In addition to
data, a CDD also needs a configuration table (to which the CONF variable in the REF namelist
refers) and a names table. Examples of these tables, ready to be loaded into your CDD, are available
from the author, as are all other related database and plotting files.
Panel forces summary and display files
Five different panel force output file options are available:
• PFS = 'Y' create panel
• PFL = 'Y' create panel
• PFD = 'Y' create panel
• PFN = 'Y' create panel
• PFA = 'Y' create panel
force coefficients summary file
lift coefficients display file
drag coefficients display file
normal force coefficients display file
axial force coefficients display file
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(name.pfs)
(name.pfl)
(name.pfd)
(name.pfn)
(name.pfa)
Thedisplayfiles aresequentialistsof forcesfor all panels,written in theorderof panels1to N
for elements1 to M, and are meant to be used in conjunction with the geometry network file for
plotting using the RAID graphics program (the sequence of the panel forces matches the sequence of
panels in the network file). A separate file is written for each sequence number to permit display of
data for different flow conditions from one LinAir run.
The forces summary file contains all of the force data contained in the display files, as well as the
element and panel numbers, panel location and dimensional data. One file is written for all sequence
numbers and runs, the data being separated by run and sequence number headers. This can be
thought of as a "diagnostic" file, useful for reviewing characteristics of individual panels and for
plotting the panel forces with their X, Y, or Z locations (such as versus fraction of chord or span, for
example).
For both types of force data output files, the direction of the unit normals for all panels are
checked and the signs of the normal forces reversed if necessary to ensure a consistent data presenta-
tion. An inconsistency in the presentation arises when plane-of-symmetry elements (e.g., fuselage
and centerline vertical tail elements) are defined without being careful that their dihedral angles all
have the same sign (all +90* or all -90*). This can happen when vertical elements are defined above
and below a horizontal reference line, say along a centerline of a fuselage, where the element roots
are along the reference line. The dihedral angle would be +90* for the elements whose tips lie above
the centerline, and -90* for those with the tips below the centerline. The unit normals in the program
would in this case point in opposite directions, and similar forces for +90* and -90* elements would
have opposite signs since the direction of the forces is determined by the normals. This particular
inconsistency is of concern in asymmetric flow condition cases (yaw runs or roll- or yaw-rate runs)
only; in symmetric cases, the normal forces for vertical plane-of-symmetry panels are set equal to
zero. The program takes care of this inconsistency in asymmetric cases so the user does not have to
think about defining all of the elements in a consistent orientation.
There are a few other conditions where such inconsistencies arise. These conditions, along with
the condition described above, are shown in figure 9. The unit normal components in the figure point
in the direction required for consistent data presentation. If the geometry was input such that the
components of the normals do not point in the proper directions for the cases shown, the program
reverses the sign on the panel normal and lift forces and puts an indicator ("R" immediately after the
"CNP" value) for that panel in the forces summary file.
Program execution time with different output file options
The execution time of LinAir depends on the output desired. Geometry calculations alone exe-
cute very quickly, since the program makes one pass through the simple geometry equations.
Aerodynamic calculations take much longer because of the large matrix operations involved.
Asymmetric flow condition runs require more time since geometry on both sides of the plane of
symmetry has to be included in the aerodynamic calculations.
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SYMMETRIC FLOW CONDITIONS (IJ= phat = rhat = 0):
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Figure 9. Normal force component orientations for consistent data presentation (rear view of ele-
ments shown).
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The geometry-alone calculations are run with any or all of the following options selected:
• NET = 'Y'
• PIC = '1,' '3,' or 'Y' ('Y' is equivalent to '3')
• LST = T
Aerodynamic calculations (!ncluding geometry calculations) are run with any or all of the
following options selected:
• LST = 'E'or'S' • PFL = 'Y'
• LOD = 'Y' • PFD = 'Y'
• PFS = 'Y' • PFN = 'Y'
• PFA = 'Y'
The following shows relative execution times for the different output options based on a geome-
try with 70 elements and 3(17 panels (times in min:sec):
Type of run VAX 11/785 SGI Iris 4D-25 Cray Y-MP 8/864
Geometry only 0:25
Aerodynamics: pitch run, 6 alpha's 23:15
Aerodynamics: yaw run, 6 beta's 40:14
0:01 0:01
3:13 0:26
5:03 0:32
For most cases, the Iris should be sufficient to give reasonably fast turn-around times. The Cray
is probably overkill for all but the largest cases, but the times are shown for comparison purposes
anyway.
Interpreting and Using Results
Care must be taken in aligning panel edges among different elements in the stream wise direction
to avoid abnormally high induced velocities from trailing vortices passing too close to downstream
control points. Unfortunately, there is no specific "tolerance" for acceptable edge alignment, but
indications of high induced velocities on particular panels can often be seen in the output in the form
of unusually high panel forces and aerodynamic coefficients. The user is advised to check the ele-
ment coefficients in the main listing file and/or the panel forces in the forces summary file before
accepting the results as valid.
The leading-edge suction analogy represents an approximation to the potential flow calculation
of panel velocities and forces. One should be aware of its limitations and when it is and is not appro-
priate to use. It was developed by Edward Polhamus (ref. 4) of NASA Langley Research Center with
application to highly-swept, sharp-edged delta wings in mind. Certainly if your configuration is of
this type, its use is warranted. But for many fighter aircraft of current interest (sweep angles of 30* to
60", often with rounded leading edges), the proper degree of its use is not easily determined. Trans-
port aircraft and other high aspect ratio (relatively speaking) aircraft with low sweep angles probably
do not need to use the analogy at all to get reasonable results since leading-edge separation and
vortical flow effects do not dominate at low to moderate angles of attack.
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If in doubt about the application of the suction analogy to your configuration, it is helpful to
make a run with full leading-edge suction (Suctn0 = 1, Suctnl = Suctn2 = Suctn3 = 0) and a run with
no suction (Suctn0 = Suctnl = Suctn2 = Suctn3 ---0) and compare the results. The difference in the
shape of the lift curves should be apparent (more so with higher sweep angles). If one is familiar
with what to expect in the lift characteristics (or any other parameter which shows a difference due
to suction), a reasonable guess for the amount of suction to be applied can be made. Best use of the
suction analogy comes with experience, and it is most helpful to compare LinAir results with exper-
imental data to "calibrate" your judgments about geometry modeling and the use of the suction
analogy.
Keep in mind also that this is a potential flow code, which cannot be expected to provide good
results at flow angles where separation occurs over a significant portion of the lifting surfaces. Use
of the suction analogy may extend the angle range for reasonable estimates for some configurations,
but one must keep in mind that this is only a first approximation of vortical flow effects.
RUNNING LinAir
Once the input file is set up, running LinAir is simply a matter of executing the program and
entering the input file name. The program writes the names of the selected output files to the screen
so the user can see what files are being added to the directory, then it runs through the geometry and
aerodynamic calculations as requested. If there are errors in the input file structure, one or more of a
number of error statements written into the program will generally inform the user of the nature of
the problem.
SELECTED RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT
Experiment/LinAir comparisons are shown in this section for two different supersonic STOVL
fighter aircraft configurations. It was primarily for these types of configurations (i.e., relatively low
aspect ratios, high sweep angles) that Dr. Kroo's original LinAir program was modified by the author
and made easier to use for particular research applications in the Ames Aerodynamics Division.
Dr. Kroo's user's guide (ref. 3) contains a number of comparisons of LinAir predictions with exper-
imental data for basic wings, fuselages, flaps, and a complete configuration, and the user may con-
suit this guide for insight on the fundamental evaluations of LinAir with experimental data. The fact
that this user's guide does not contain experiment/LinAir comparisons for transport or other higher-
aspect-ratio configurations does not mean that LinAir is not suitable for these types of aircraft. On
the contrary, LinAir, being an extended lifting-line theory code, is best suited for wings of moderate
to high aspect ratios, for which the wing can be modeled as a single element.
The first of the STOVL fighters to be used for comparison is the NASA/General Dynamics E-7
configuration. A photograph of a model of this configuration is shown in figure 10, and the LinAir
modeling of this aircraft is shown in figure 11. It is a simple clipped-delta wing, tailless configura-
tion with camber and twist in the wing. As seen in figure 11, the planform of the fuselage was
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modeledonly in noseandaft sections,with thewing geometryextendedto thecenterline.Thiswas
doneonly becauseof thedominanceof thewing on theoverallaerodynamics.Modelingacenter
fuselagesectionwith thewing rootpositionedat the"edges"of thefuselagedid notmakeanyap-
preciabledifferencein theaerodynamicresults.However,suchadifferencein modelingcouldhave
moreof an impacton theaerodynamicsof otherconfigurations,sotheusermaywant to experiment
with variousmodelingstrategies.Thewing camberandtwist of theE-7 aircraftwereeasilydefined
in theLinAir model via the design parameters, type "D," input. Note that the side profile of the
fuselage was modeled in addition to the vertical tail for running lateral/directional characteristics in
LinAir.
A small, apparent anomaly is evident in the side view of the geometry in figure 11: at the nose of
the airplane, a short horizontal line extends forward of the first row of panels above the point of the
nose. This line is the planform of the nose section seen on edge; the oblique view of the geometry
shows the distinct planform and side projections of the nose. The nose planform elements are not at
the same elevation as the point of the nose in the side view in order to be in the same plane as the
wing, which was placed at the proper elevation relative to the rest of the side projection of the fuse-
lage and the vertical tail.
One may also notice in figure 11 that, in the front view, the wing appears to be thin at the root
and thicker toward the tips. This is a result of the twist modeled in the wing, where with the root
incidence being at 0 °, the tip incidence is -5.7 °, giving the appearance of thickness in the head-on
view. As stated previously, however, the wing was also modeled with camber, though the camber is
not evident in the figure. The E-7 wing was run with camber for the longitudinal runs (1_ = 0"), and
without camber for the lateral/directional runs (13 ,_ 0"). The reason the camber was left out for the
latter runs is that, at the centerline, the cambered wing root panels extend partially up the height of
the fuselage side panels just above the wing. The trailing vortices from these wing root panels passed
too close to the control points on the fuselage side panels to give reliable results. For the longitudinal
runs, the wing camber was acceptable since all the side projection (i.e., fuselage) elements were not
needed. The figure shows the configuration as it was run for the lateral/directional cases.
- The comparison of the LinAir-predicted lift and pitching moment with wind tunnel data is shown
in figure 12(a). LinAir curves with full leading-edge suction, no suction, and a varying suction distri-
bution with angle of attack are shown to illustrate how the use of the leading-edge suction analogy
significantly improves the lift and drag prediction for this aircraft configuration. (The varying suc-
tion distribution used in this case is curve B in figure 7, which was found to yield the best overall
comparison with the fighter aircraft experimental data in the author's experience to date.) The full-
suction LinAir lift curve in figure 12(a) falls well below the wind tunnel data at moderate to high
angles of attack, while the varying suction curve generally follows the upward bend of the experi-
mental data. The varying suction curve does over predict the lift above 22* angle of attack, but in
this angle range much of the wing airflow is probably becoming separated and less dominated by the
vortex-lift effects which the Polhamus suction analogy simulates. Note that the no-suction curve over
predicts the lift in most of the angle of attack range, which illustrates why it is desirable to let the
suction gradually decrease, as in the varying-suction curve.
The agreement in pitching moment between LinAir and the wind tunnel data is not as good as in
the lift. This is not surprising, however, since this is a potential flow method and no separated flow
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effectsareconsideredin the basic method (other than by the suction analogy). One could question
the sparsity of the wing paneling, as to whether it is dense enough to give a good longitudinal
distribution of lift, but a run with paneling twice as dense yielded insignificant differences in the
prediction, and even then only at the highest angles of attack.
The drag calculated by LinAir is compared to the wind-tunnel-measured drag in figure 12(b). The
drag plotted is labeled "CDI ," meaning induced drag, as it is from LinAir, but the wind tunnel drag
is actually C D - C D ! ' which includes skin friction and form drag increments which vary with
lift but not the _nduce_rag at zero lift due to twist. Thus, one would expect the measured drag to be
a little bit higher than the predicted drag. The comparison of the LinAir full and varying suction
curves with the data points is similar to the lift comparisons: the full-suction prediction agrees with
experiment only up to moderate angles of attack, but the varying-suction prediction shows good
agreement over a much larger angle-of-attack range.
Lateral/directional aerodynamic comparisons between LinAir and the wind tunnel data are shown
in figure 12(c). The yaffing and rolling moments (in body axes) and side force are plotted vs. angle
of sideslip. The prediction of all three coefficients are in reasonably good agreement with the wind
tunnel data, though the predicted rolling moment slopes at the two lower angles of attack (-1 ° and
4*) are low relative to the experimental data. The fact that the wing and fuselage wakes were con-
strained in the body X-axis direction (RWAKE -- 1) to eliminate interference of trailing vortices with
downstream control points probably accounts for part of this error, since the non-ideal wakes do not
properly simulate the wing, fuselage and tail interactions. A better wake representation would be
having the wakes extend from the trailing edges of the complete surfaces, not just from every panel.
Body and wing thickness effects probably also play an important role in the lateral/directional aero-
dynamics, and, as stated before, are not modeled in LinAir.
The other aircraft configuration used for comparison purposes is the NASA/McDonnell
Douglas 279-3. A photograph of a wind tunnel model of the 279-3 is shown in figure 13, and the
LinAir modeling is shown in figure 14. This is a more complex configuration than the E-7, having a
canard, and anhedral in the wing in addition to camber and twist. As with the E-7, the planform and
side projections of the fuselage were modeled to permit prediction of both the longitudinal and
lateral/directional aerodynamic characteristics. The same anomaly of the planform and side
projection nose points not lining up on the E-7 geometry is present here, as seen in figure 14.
The LinAir predictions for the 279-3 aircraft are compared with experimental data in figure 15. In
general, the comparisons are similar to those for the E-7 configuration. The lift curve (fig. 15(a))
with the varying suction distribution agrees very well with experiment up to about 20 ° angle of
attack, then the lack of separated flow effects causes the prediction to be high above this angle. The
nonlinearity of the experimental pitching moment curve is probably due to many complex flow
interactions among the forebody, inlets, canard, and wing, which are not accounted for in the LinAir
prediction. The "induced" drag comparison (fig. 15(b)) shows good agreement only at low lift coef-
ficient values (varying suction distribution curve), with the drag being under predicted at higher lift.
The variation of the suction with angle of attack is the same here as for the E-7 predictions, but
appears to be inadequate for this configuration (not reducing the suction fast enough with angle of
attack).
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TheLinAir-predicted lateral/directional characteristics (fig. 15(c)) generally follow the same
trends as the experimental data, but the slopes in most cases are about half of the experimental val-
ues. Again, better wake modeling, in addition to including the effects of thickness, could improve the
predictions.
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(c) Lateral/directional
Figure 12. Concluded.
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Figure 15. Concluded.
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APPENDIX 1
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
Variable
Alpha, a
AR
Area
ARref
Beta, 13
bref
Camber
CAP
Cavg
Cba r,_,MAC
CD
CDI
Cd0 •
P_E_ PAGE
Type
R
R
R
R
R
R
C
R
R
R
R
R
R
BLANK
]/O
I/0
I/0
I/O
I/O
0
0
0
0
0
NO]"
Dim. Definition Used in
(Default values other than 0 enclosed in "< >") file
30 Angle of attack (degrees) Input,
LST, PFS
u
500
Aspect ratio, span2/area
True planform area of an element (for one side
of geometry if symmetric).
Reference aspect ratio. Used for calculation of
Oswald's efficiency factor only. Can be input, or
calculated from surface geometry if set equal to
zero and if "wing" surface provided (see
Geometric Reference Parameters section).
30 Angle of sideslip (degrees), positive when the Input,
nose is to the left relative to the velocity vector. LST, PFS
Reference span (for yawing and rolling
moments, also used in determining trailing
vortex lengths). Can be input, or calculated from
surface geometry if set equal to zero and if
"wing" surface provided.
Flag for type 'D' or 'S' inputs indicating whether
a camber line definition is included for the
current surface <'N' or ">
m
Panel axial force coefficient
Average of root and tip chords
__2CR 1 + _, + _.2Mean aerodynamic chord,
3 1+k
Total drag coefficient in wind axes, D/qSref
Induced drag coefficient in wind axes-drag
calculated by LinAir without any drag
adjustments (Cd0, Cdl, Cd2 )
Section profile drag coefficient constant term
u
Input, LST
Input,
LST, PFS
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input
PFS
L.ST
LST
LST
LST
Input, LST
FILMED
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Cdl
Cd 2
CDP
Chord
CI
CL
CLP
CM
CNP
Conf
COSFULL
COSLE
COSTE
CR, Croot
Gef
CROLL
CT, Ctip
Cx, CA
Cy
R.
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I
I
0
I/O
0
0
0
0
0
I
I/0
I/0
0
I/0
0
0
D
Section profile drag coefficient linear term
Section profile drag coefficient quadratic term
Panel drag coefficient
Chord of a surface, element, or panel
- Section lift coefficient in wind axes,
section lift/q chord
- Lift coefficient in wind axes, L/qSref
- Panel lift coefficient
- Pitching moment coefficient in wind axes,
M/qSref Ctef
- Panel normal force coefficient
- Configuration number, used only for reference
in database (.CDD) and in output files
5OO
5OO
Full cosine spacing. Element spacing indicator
for type 'D' or 'S' inputs.
Cosine spacing, leading-edge dense. Element
spacing indicator for type 'D' or 'S' inputs.
Cosine spacing, trailing-edge dense. Element
spacing indicator for type 'D' or 'S' inputs.
Root chord
Reference chord (for pitching moment
coefficient). Can be input, or calculated from
surface geometry if set equal to zero and if
"wing" surface provided, in which case it is set
equal to the mean aerodynamic chord of the
wing.
Rolling moment coefficient in body axes,
rolling moment/qSrefbref
Tip chord
Axial force coefficient in body axes,
X (or A)/qSref
Side force coefficient in body axes, Y/qSrcf
Input, LST
Input, LST
PFS
Input,
LST, PFS
LST
LST
PFS
LST
PFS
Input,
LST, LOD,
PFS
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input, LST
LST
Input, LST
I.ST
I.ST
4.4
CyAW
Cz, CN
Dihed
etaCbar, vl_
GCHANGE
Incd
ISYM
LINEAR
LOD
LST
L/D
MAC
Mach
NET
Nseq
N[x,y,z]
PFA
PFD
R
R
R
R
R
C
R
C
C
R
R
R
C
I
R
C
C
O
O
I/O
O
O
I
O
I/O
I
I
0
0
I
I
I/O
0
500
m
3
3
3
m
3
500
x 100
3
3
Yawing moment coefficient in body axes,
yawing moment/qSrefbref
Normal force coefficient in body axes,
Z (or N)/qSref
Dihedral angle (measured in body Y-Z plane).
Dihedral is measured from the Y-axis, positive
up.
Oswald's span efficiency factor,
_,,ARrefCDI
Span station of E in percent semi-span
Control parameter for informing program of
changed geometry in new input case
Panel incidence angle, measured relative to body
X-axis
Geometry symmetry flag <1>
0 = not symmetric about X-Z plane
1 = symmetric about X-Z plane
Linear spacing (the default). Element spacing
indicator for type 'D' or 'S' inputs.
Database loading file option parameter
Main listing file option parameter
Lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD
See Char
Frccstream Mach number, ratioof frcestrcam
velocitytospeed of sound (must bc < 1)
Geometry display file option parameter
Number of sequence numbers (e.g., angles of
attack) for current run
Panel unit normals in X, Y and Z directions
LST
I_ST
Input,
LST, PFS
LST
I,ST
Input
PFS
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input
Input
LST
LST
Input,
LST, LOD,
PFS
Input
Input, LST
PFS
Panel axial forces display file option parameter Input
Panel drag forces display file option parameter Input
45
..
PFL
PFN
PFS
PIC
phat, f_
qha4
rhat,
Rooti
RUNINI
RWAKE
Span
Sref
C I 3
C I 3
C
C
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I
I
I/0
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/0
I/O
I/O
3
3
30
30
30
500
Panel lift forces display file option parameter
Panel normal forces display file option
parameter
Panel forces summary file option parameter
Geometry display file option parameter
Nondimensional roll rate, f_ = Pbrd
2v®
Nondimensional pitch rate, _ = q_
2v®
Nondimensional yaw rate, _ - rb ref
2v®
Root incidence angle (degrees), measured from
body X-axis to element chord line at root
- Initial run number for all cases within one input
file. A run is defined as a series of angles of
attack or sideslip or body rotation rates, but does
not have to contain more than one flow con-
dition. Run number is incremented by one for
each case within the file. RUNINI is required for
use in the database loading file, and is use for
reference only in the main listing and forces
summary files. <1>
- Trailing vortex wake orientation factor, varies
from 1 to-I <i>
5OO True unswept span of an element (for one side
of geometry if symmetric). The span of the
element is the length of its projection in the Y-Z
plane (rear view). This is done so that a 20 ft.
tall vertical tail has a span of 20 ft. (regardless of
its sweep).
Model reference area (on which aerodynamic
coefficients are based). Can be input, or
calculated from surface geometry if set equal to
zero and if "wing" surface provided.
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input,
LOD, LST,
PFS
Input, LST
Input,
LST, PFS
Input, LST
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Suctn
Suctn[O,1,2,3]
Sweep
SweepLE,
ALE
SweepTE
Taper, Z,
Tipi
Twist
VHDBndy
XCTDref
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I/O
I/0
0
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/0
50O
500
500
500
Leading-edge suction, varies from 0 to 1 LST
0 = No suction, full vortex lift
1 = Full suction, no vortex lift (use for
"pure" vortex lattice calculations)
Suction coefficients, used for calculating Suctn
for each element. The four coefficients allow up
to a third-order variation of the suction with
angle of attack and/or sideslip:
Suctn = Suctn0 + Suctnl [ct x cos(Dihed) + 13x sin(Dihed)]
+ Suctn2 [a 2 x cos(Dihed) + 132x sin(Dihed)]
+ Suctn3 [ct 3 x cos(Dihed) + 133x sin(Dihed)]
Quarter-chord sweep angle (degrees). Sweep is I_,ST
the angle from the element quarter-chord line to
its projection in the Y-Z plane; that is, sweep is
measured in the plane of the wing, not on the
X-Y plane (applies to following sweep angle
definitions as well).
Leading-edge sweep angle (degrees)
Input, LST
Input, LST
Trailing-edge sweep angle (degrees)
Tip-to-root chord ratio
Tip incidence angle (degrees), measured from
body X-axis to element chord line at tip
Difference in incidence angle between tip and
root, Tipi - Rooti (degrees)
Vertical-to-horizontal dihedral boundary
(degrees) <45>
X/C of the twist/dihedral reference line-the
imaginary constant-chord line about which the
twist and dihedral angles are defined. Use
XCTDref "- 0 for rotating about the leading edge,
XCTDref -" 1 for rotating about the trailing edge,
and intermediate values for rotating about other
constant-chord lines.
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input, LST
Input,
LST, PFS
Input, LST
47
XoCbarXr R I/0 - Input, LST
[X,Y,Z]ref
[X,Y,Z]root
[x,v,zlBvc
[X,V,Z]RLE
[X,Y,Z]gLES
[X,Y,Z]RTE
[X,Y,Z]TLE
[X,Y,Z]rrE
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I/0
I/0
0
I
I/O
500
5O0
x 100
500
5OO
5OO
5OO
(X/Cbar)xref ("X over Cbar of Xref') - the
longitudinal distance from the leading edge of
the surface MAC to the moment reference
center, expressed as a fraction of the MAC; used
only when a "wing" surface is input (so that the
program knows the spanwise location and length
of the wing mean aerodynamic chord).
Moment reference center location relative to the
geometry origin
Element root quarter-chord location
Panel bound vortex center location
Element root leading-edge location
Surface root leading-edge location (called
"[X,Y,Z]rootLE" in main listing file)
Element root trailing-edge location
Element tip leading-edge location
Element tip trailing-edge location
Input, LST
Input, LST
PFS
Input
Input, LST
Input
Input
Input
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APPENDIX 2
EXAMPLE INPUT FILE
A very simple LinAir input geometry is shown in figure 4 of this report, and the corresponding
input file is shown in the text. A more complex input file is shown here to illustrate more of the fea-
tures of LinAir. The geometry here is representative of the McDonnell Douglas 279-3 STOVL
fighter aircraft, shown in figures 13 and 14. Both the planform and side projections of the aircraft are
modeled, making this geometry suitable for both pitch and yaw runs. Type 'D' and 'S' inputs are used
in this file, and camber, twist and dihedral are defined for the wing. Note the use of the design
parameters inputs for the "lifting" surfaces, for which this type of input was intended, and the use of
surface comer point inputs for those surfaces which are generally known more by their boundaries
than by their planform properties (such as the fuselage sections).
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APPENDIX 3
EXAMPLE OUTPUT FILES
Geometry Network and Picture Files
All of the example output files shown in this appendix are from the simple geometry of fig-
ure 4 only, as the files for the 279-3 geometry of appendix 2 are quite long. The input file which
generated these ouput files is the one shown in the Input Data File section of this report.
Portions of the geometry network and picture files from the simple geometry are shown here.
These are shown for information only, as the user need not be concerned with the format of these
files if they are used with the graphics programs mentioned in this document. The planform view of
this geometry shown in figure 4 was created by selecting the option PIC= '1' in the input file.
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GEOMETRF IFETWORK FZLE# 8ZMPLE.NET
NETWORK - WAKE 2 16
3.00000 0.00000 0.00000
3.26667 0.00000 0.00000
3.05359 0.20000 0.00000
3.30870 0.20000 0.00000
3.10718 0.40000 0.00000
3.35074 0.40000 0.00000
3.16077 0.60000 0.00000
3.39277 0.60000 0.00000
3.21436 0.80000 0.00000
3.43480 0.80000 0.00000
3.26795 1.00000 0.00000
3.47684 1.00000 0.00000
3.32154 1.20000 0.00000
3.51887 1.20000 0.00000
3.37513 1.40000 0.00000
3.56091 1.40000 0.00000
3.42872 1.60000 0.00000
3.60294 1.60000 0.00000
3.48231 1.80000 0.00000
3.64498 1.80000 0.00000
3.53590 2.00000 0.00000
3.68701 2.00000 0.00000
3.58949 2.20000 0.00000
3.72904 2.20000 0.00000
3.64308 2.40000 0.00000
3.77108 2.40000 0.00000
3.69667 2.60000 0.00000
3.81311 2.60000 0.00000
3.75026 2.80000 0.00000
3.85515 2.80000 0.00000
3.80385 3.00000 0.00000
3.89718 3.00000 0.00000
BOUNDARY CONDITION - 1 WAKE 1
NETWORK - WAKE 2 16
3.26667 0.00000 0.00000
3.53333 0.00000 0.00000
3.30870 0.20000 0.00000
3.56381 0.20000 0.00000
3.35074 0.40000 0.00000
3.59429 0.40000 0.00000
3.39277 0.60000 0.00000
3.62477 0.60000 0.00000
3.43480 0.80000 0.00000
3.65525 0.80000 0.00000
3.47684 1.00000 0.00000
3.68573 1.00000 0.00000
3.51887 1.20000 0.00000
3.71621 1.20000 0.00000
3.56091 1.40000 0.00000
3.74668 1.40000 0.00000
3.60294 1.60000 0.00000
3.77716 1.60000 0.00000
3.64498 1.80000 0.00000
3.80764 1.80000 0.00000
3.68701 2.00000 0.00000
3.83812 2.00000 0.00000
3.72904 2.20000 0.00000
3.86860 2.20000 0.00000
3.77108 2.40000 0.00000
3.89908 2.40000 0.00000
3.81311 2.60000 0.00000
3.92956 2.60000 0.00000
3.85515 2.80b00 0.00000
...more data lines follow...
GEOMETRY PZCTURE FZLEs 8ZMPLE. PZC
LANDSCAPE
VIEWPORT 1.0000E-02 9.9000E-01 1.0000E-02 7.0000E-01
SYMBOL 0
WINDOW -1.0609E+00 7.4609E+00 -3.0000E+00 3.0000E+00
FONT 6 25
SCMOVE 0.04 0.72
TEXT PLAN VIEW OF LINAIR NETWORKS
FONT 6 20
SCMOVE 0.07 0.69
TEXT Filaz simpleuse.net
DATA 2
3.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
3.2667E+00 0.0000E+00
DATA 2
3.0536E+00 2.0000E-01
3.3087E+00 2.0000E-01
DATA 2
3.1072E+00 4.0000E-01
3.3507E+00 4.0000E-01
DATA 2
3.1608E+00 6.0000E-01
3.3928E+00 6.0000E-01
DATA 2
3.2144E+00 8.0000E-01
3.4348E+00 8.0000E-01
DATA 2
3.2680E+00 1.0000E+00
3.4768E+00 1.0000E+00
DATA 2
3.3215E+00 1.2000E+00
3.5189E+00 1.2000E+00
DATA 2
3.3751E+00 1.4000E+00
3.5609E+00 1.4000E+00
DATA 2
3.4287E+00 1.6000E+00
3.6029E+00 1.6000E+00
DATA 2
3.4823E+00 1.8000E+00
3.6450E+00 1.8000E+00
DATA 2
3.5359E+00 2.0000E+00
3.6870E+00 2.0000E+00
DATA 2
3.5895E+00 2.2000E+00
3.7290E+00 2.2000E+00
DATA 2
3.6431E+00 2.4000E+00
3.7711E+00 2.4000E+00
DATA 2
3.6967E+00 2.6000E+00
3.8131E+00 2.6000E+00
DATA 2
3.7503E+00 2.8000E+00
3.8551E+00 2.8000E+00
DATA 2
3.8038E+00 3.0000E+00
3.8972E+00 3.0000E+00
DATA 16
3.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
3.0536E+00 2.0000E-01
3.1072E+00 4.0000E-01
3.1608E+00 6.0000E-01
3.2144E+00 8.0000E-01
...more data lines follow...
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Main Listing File
The main listing file contains the calculated geometrical parameters and the final aerodynamic
coefficients. The user will generally want to scan this file to verify the input geometry and check the
validity of the final results. If some of the results are suspicious, the forces summary file can help
identify possible individual bad panel forces.
There are several features to note about the main listing file:
• It consists of three sections (as dictated by the LST = 'IES' in the OPTION namelist): "Input
Data," "Aerodynamic Results: Element and Total Forces per Point," and "Aerodynamic Results:
Summary of Total Forces."
• The default values of ISYM (1) and RWAKE (1) were assigned, since they were not speci-
fied in the input namelist.
• Of the three surfaces in the input file, only the canard and wing are listed in the "Surface
Design Parameters" section. This was made to be consistent with their treatment as elements-
grouped-together (i.e., type 'D' and 'S' inputs) in the input file, where a number of elements are
specified for a surface as one unit. The calculations for these types of inputs include all the surface
geometry calculations before element corner points are determined, as opposed to type 'C' inputs,
which skip all the surface-related equations, and thus are not included in the "Surface Design
Parameters" section of the output.
• In the summary section, the parameter shown in column two is the angle or rate which varies
in the FLOCDN namelist ("alpha" in this case). If more than one parameter is varied (not recom-
mended), only the first one would be included in the summary listing.
• All longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients (CL, CD, CD_, CM, L/D) are presented in wind axes
with the exception of the normal (Cz) and chord (Cx) force coefficients, which are presented in body
axes, and all lateral/directional aerodynamic coefficients (CyAw, CROLL, Cy) are presented in body
axes. These axis conventions are the same for all LinAir output files in which aerodynamic
coefficients appear.
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Database Load File
The file is shown in the proper format for loading into a CDD. No changes need to be made by
the user before loading.
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Forces Summary File
Basic panel information is presented in this file in a straightforward manner to allow the user to
quickly survey or plot the detailed LinAir results. Some features to note about this file, though not
necessarily shown in this example, are:
• The [X, Y, Z]BVC coordinates are of the bound vortex center, which is 1/4-chord back from the
leading edge of the panel mid-way between the panel sides. The area, span, and chord are true
dimensions, measured in the plane of the panel.
• The panel forces are zero'd out for vertical panels in the plane of symmetry when the flow con-
ditions are symmetric (13 = 13= _ = 0).
• The signs of the panel forces are reversed depending on the signs of the unit normals, as
explained in the main text of this document. A letter "R" just to the right of the "CNP" value indi-
cates that the sign has been reversed.
• The panel normal and axial forces (CNP and CAP) act in the true normal direction to the panel,
and should not be confused with body axis forces. The panel lift and drag (CLP and CDP) are in
wind axes.
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Force Display Files and Graphics
The force display files each consist of two numbers in the first row, followed by a column of
force coefficients for all the panels. The first number in the first row is the total number of panels for
the geometry, and the second number is always a "1" since the RA/D program expects it (it has noth-
ing to do with the LinAir information).
One force display file is shown here, which consists of the lift coefficients in sequence number 3
(Mach - 0.4, alpha -- 10") of the preceding forces summary file. The color graphic following the
force display file shows the lift distribution on the 279-3 configuration (not corresponding to the
preceding forces summary file). The graphic was created by the RA/D program using the network
(.NET) and force display (.PFL) files from LinAir. Note that the blue colors along the canard and
wing leading edges correspond to high lift, and the yellow and red colors toward the rear of the
surfaces indicate low lift.
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